Most peer-to-peer systems are vulnerable to Sybil attacks. The Sybil attack is an attack wherein a reputation system is subverted by a considerable number of forging identities in peer-to-peer networks. By illegitimately infusing false or biased information via the pseudonymous identities, an adversary can mislead a system into making decisions benefiting herself. For example, in a distributed voting system, an adversary can easily change the overall popularity of an option by providing plenty of false praise, or bad-mouthing the option through these fake identities. In this paper, we summarize the existing Sybil defense techniques, and further provide some new research areas. Unlike traditional surveys about Sybil defense, we first categorize the Sybil defense methods, mainly according to their designed time, and then classify the methods by their approaches. We believe that by understanding the evolution of the solutions, readers could essentially have more insights on the problem. In a nutshell, the research on the Sybil defense technique has experienced four phases: (1) traditional security key-based approaches, (2) specific peer-topeer system feature-based solutions, (3) social network-based methods, and (4) social community-based techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are entering a distributed computing era where a problem is cooperatively computed by many participating entities (also called nodes). Such cooperation mechanisms require that each participant trust one another. Just like in a team project, each person needs to trust his co-workers. In a typical (distributed) peer-to-peer system, the participators usually play three roles, simultaneously. First, they are the data owners, and they also share certain data with others. This data could be local raw data, such as sensor readings, or could also be partial computing results. Second, they are data processors: each participant locally processes the data according to some rules or algorithms. Third, they are also data transmitters. In a large-scale peer-to-peer system, a direct connection between each pair of nodes is impossible; therefore, the participating nodes usually build up a networks, and a message is transmitted from one node to another via the relay operations of multiple intermediary nodes (transmitters). If attackers control one or more participating nodes, they could modify the local raw data, local computed results, or all of the transmitted data. Clearly, by such an attacking mechanism, the attackers can modify the overall computation results of a peer-to-peer system, or even subvert the whole system. Therefore, security is a very important aspect of the research of peer-to-peer systems.
In this paper, we investigate the Sybil attack, a particularly harmful attack in distributed peer-to-peer systems.
Almost all distributed peer-to-peer systems are based on a common assumption that each participating entity controls exactly one identity. However, whenever the assumption cannot be satisfied, the system is subject to sybil attacks.
In a Sybil attack, an adversary creates a large number of forging/fake/pseudonymous identities (also named Sybil identities), and since all Sybil identities are controlled by the adversary, she can maliciously introduce a considerable number of false opinions into the system, and subvert it, by making decisions benefiting herself. Essentially, Sybil attacks break and manipulate the trust mechanism behind peer-to-peer systems.
For a better understanding of what a Sybil attack is, here, we provide three examples. First, in some distributed systems, critical resources are assigned based on the voting results of participants: usually, only the node that has received the highest number of votes can access the resources. If an attacker illegitimately creates a large number of Sybil identities, then the adversary can proportion more resources by instructing the fake identities to vote in certain ways, such as always voting for her fake identities. Since votes are collected indirectly (recall that, instead of through direct communication between remote nodes, most data are transmitted by the replay of other nodes), it is hard to detect the illegitimate votes. Another example comes from an application of sensor networks called distributed system, the research works on Sybil defense techniques hold the most important position.
The researches on Sybil attacks have passed three phases, and now, they are just entering the fourth phase. Note that our classification is based on the mainstream of research trends. Sybil attack is named after the subject of the book Sybil, a case study of a woman diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder. The name was suggested in or before 2002, by Brian Zill from Microsoft Research. The term "pseudo spoofing" had previously been coined by L.
Detweiler on the Cypherpunks mailing list, and was used in the literature on peer-to-peer systems for the same class of attacks prior to 2002. However, this term did not gain as much influence as "Sybil attack." Phase I of the research on Sybil defense techniques began in 2002, and mainly ended in 2004. Within this phase, researchers tried to find some general mechanisms to defend themselves from all types of Sybil attacks in various networks or systems. In a nutshell, people tried to prevent Sybil attacks through redesigning system architectures and by involving secure mechanisms, such as digital signatures and identity authentication. However, the majority of approaches found at this phase faced a common problem: their schemes required a central authority for the verification of identities.
Clearly, the trusted third party is the bottleneck of systems, which could easily become a target point. Moreover, it is impractical, since there is definitely not a globe agency who can be trusted by the entire public.
Around 2004 -2006, the research trend entered phase II, which included specific peer-to-peer system featurebased solutions. Within this period of time, researchers focused on designing a defense system for a specific peer-to peer application system. Different application systems hold several unique features. By exploring these features, Sybil attacks can be detected, or the damage they cause can be bounded. For example, in sensor networks, nodes are static. By monitoring the received signal strength of each received message, Sybil nodes can be detected. However, readers need to be aware that such anti-Sybil systems are specially designed; an efficient solution for one application is typically not suitable for the others. Moreover, during the period from 2005 to 2006, a majority of researchers shifted to other secure problems, instead of studying Sybil attacks; the research on Sybil attacks was cooling down.
In 2006 ACM SIGCOMM, a novel paper [1] was presented, which led the research on Sybil defense to enter phase III. With goals dissimilar to those of phase I, the authors [1] aimed to adopt the concept of social networks. They wanted to detect Sybils based on a unique structure of friendships. Through observations, they found that, although attackers can create plenty of Sybils and further create plenty of friendships (also known as social links) among the Sybils, the number of links between Sybils and honest users is limited. This is so, because the links/friendships on a social network are built based on a trust relationship, as well as physical interactions among real people. Based on this key observation, many creative and interesting Sybil defense approaches were proposed at phase II, and the Sybil attacks got the attention of the public once again: in any network, or security related conferences or journals, you can easily find several papers mentioning Sybil attacks. These types of Sybil defense systems are also called social network-based Sybil defense. Note that these solutions do not detect Sybil attacks in social networks. Instead, they explore the social networks behind a peer-to-peer system. More details can be found in journal [2] .
In the year of 2010, also in ACM SIGCOMM, another paper [3] provided a new trend for Sybil defense, which argues that the Sybil nodes can be detected by the community structures of social networks, since there is a short cut on the social graph of an attacked system. Community detection is a relatively mature topic in computer science, and plenty of useful techniques have been proposed. The paper [3] suggested that several community detection algorithms may be directly applied to the anti-Sybil problem. Note that partial methods in phase II essentially detect the honest community part of a social network in an implicit way, while the others just use other social features. We can also regard the phase IV, social community-based Sybil detections, as an extension of phase III.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formally introduce the Sybil attacks on peer-to-peer systems. The examples about typical vulnerable systems are given in Section III. From Section IV to Section VII, we provide the general description of the anti-Sybil approaches for each phase. In Section VIII, we provide the prediction of future research, and Section IX concludes the paper.
II. TAXONOMY OF SYBIL ATTACKS
To better understand the Sybil attacks, in this section, we provide a taxonomy of different types of Sybil attacks.
The capability of the attacker is determined by several characteristics: (1) insider vs. outsider; (2) selfish vs. malicious; (3) directed vs. indirected communications; (4) simultaneously vs. gradually obtained Sybil identities; (5) busy vs. idle; (6) discarded or retained.
A. Insider vs. Outsider
Whether an attack is an insider or outsider directly determines the capability of the attacker, and the hardness of launching a Sybil attack. For an insider, the attacker holds at least one legitimate identity and claims that she receives certain data from the other nodes, by using the fake identities. Usually, a distributed system assumes that each node is trustworthy, and therefore, the false data can be forwarded to the whole system. However, for an outsider, she is any illegitimate entity; before launching a Sybil attack, she must first access the system. However, distributed systems typically employ some kind of authentication to prevent illegitimated access, such as a password for entering, or data encryption. The outsider needs to understand all the mechanisms of the system prior to launching Sybil attacks. Therefore, distributed systems are more vulnerable to inside attackers.
B. Selfish vs. Malicious
For security-related problems, there are two different types of attackers: either selfish or malicious. Selfish attackers manipulate the false data just for their own benefit, while malicious attackers attempt to subvert a system.
Whether an attacker is selfish or malicious is usually determined by the different types of targeted distributed system and final attacking effects. For example, in our critical resource accessing example, if the attacker has resource accessing rights all to herself, then she is a malicious attacker, since others cannot use the resource. However, if other users can also access the resource with less probability, then she is selfish. Since malicious attacks usually have more serious effects, it is of higher importance to defend against potentially malicious attacks than those that are potentially selfish. 5 
C. Directed vs Indirected Communications
How Sybil nodes communicate with honest nodes is also a significant consideration during the designing of Sybil defense mechanisms. The attacker can directly communicate with an honest node by using one of her Sybil identities, or she can use only her real identity to communicate with others, and route the Sybil data via this real identity. For the attackers, the easiness of direct communication with honest nodes directly influences the success of attacking, and whether honest users can see through the attack. In general, the attackers with more directed communications are harder to detect. However, for certain distributed systems, direct communication may be difficult to establish.
D. Simultaneously vs. Gradually Obtained Sybil Identities
The attacker can obtain all of her Sybil identities simultaneously, or she can gradually generate them one-by-one.
For an intelligent attacker, the more diverse features the Sybil nodes have, the harder it is to identify Sybil nodes.
Gradually creating Sybil nodes may potentially differentiate the first appearing time of the Sybils. However, the process may delay the attacking time, and increases the explosion time of some Sybils: if a distribution randomly checks the authentication of some identities, previously generated identities have a higher chance of being caught.
E. Busy vs. Idle
All Sybil identities can participate in a distributed system simultaneously, or only some of them can work, while others are in an idle state. Essentially, the selection of these two schemes is determined by how cheap it is to obtain an identity. If the attacker can easily get plenty of fake identities, having some idle Sybil nodes could make them much more real, since an honest node may leave or rejoin the system multiple times. However, the power of Sybil attacks results from the quantity of the identities. If obtaining a large number of identities is very difficult, the attacker has to use all of them in order to launch a successful attack.
F. Discarded vs. Retained
For an attacker, how to manage the old Sybil identities is important. After finding a Sybil node, one can further (and gradually) identify the others by monitoring the claimed communication between a suspect node and the detected Sybil node. Since the attacker is not aware of whether the old identities have been detected yet, once in a while, she has to determine whether or not to discard them. Consider that generating Sybil identities has certain costs, and the possible naming space is not infinite. The capacity of attacks are related with the naming costs and the mechanism of using old identities.
III. EXAMPLES OF VULNERABLE SYSTEMS
The Sybil attack is an attack wherein a distributed system is subverted by forging identities. Usually, peer-topeer networks are vulnerable to Sybil attacks. In this section, we will provide several realistic examples of these vulnerable systems. Moreover, we will also provide another two examples, which are very similar to the Sybil attacks. 6 
A. Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)
A Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network is a technology that uses moving cars as nodes to create a special mobile network, which takes safety as its main purpose. In VANETs, each participating car can communicate with roadside base stations or other cars. However, this type of network is vulnerable to Sybil attack. For example, a selfish driver may launch a Sybil attack by claiming that many vehicles are traveling nearby. If this is the case, other cars may falsely believe that there is a traffic jam on the corresponding road, and therefore pick up an alternative road.
The selfish driver will enjoy better traffic, with others paying the cost. Moreover, the Sybil attacks can also cause serious safety threats: a malicious driver may drop the warning messages. In VANETs, when a crash happens or speed significantly reduces, a warning message for slowing-speed will be generated, and is further forwarded to the following vehicles, one-by-one. By claiming many fake identities, the warning messages may all be transmitted to the malicious driver's car. If she drops these messages, other following cars will be in danger.
B. Distributed Voting Applications in Peer-to-peer Systems
Any distributed voting aggregation system is vulnerable to Sybil attacks. Usually, a distributed voting system consists of a collection of identities which vote for different objects. Most voting systems assume that each user only holds one identity, and each identity can provide only one vote. Based on this restriction, if attacks have many identities, then she can offer many votes. The vote can be in any form, from the simplest case, where each vote represents a positive or a negative opinion, to more complex cases, where the value of a vote can range within a given set of values. To rank objects, a ranking mechanism typically collects (or aggregates) the votes from distributed participants and further combines the votes in a certain method, such as the majority rule. By Sybil attack, the real users' major decision can be out-voted by the attacker: since the attacker can easily create many fake identities, the false opinions can be introduced into the system by these identities. Here, we need to claim that, although the Sybil nodes may be held by different attackers in reality, for the ease of description, researchers always assume that the Sybil identities are owned by a single adversary. This is due to the idea that this assumption will not influence the effects of the attacks, and will also not affect the results of defense approaches.
The example of Amazon's user feedback system in the introduction is essentially an aggregating voting system, since the reputation of each merchant is determined by the votes from customers. However, we also have to mention that the Amazon voting system is a centralized system, where all of the voting processes are controlled by a central server. However, generally, an aggregating voting system can also be a distributed system: each node can launch a vote, and the range of votes' values may different.
C. Distributed Storage Applications in Peer-to-peer Systems
Peer-to-peer storage systems adopt replication and fragmentation mechanisms, and usually the mapping from data to the corresponding stored nodes is performed by distributed hash tables. From the consideration of system stability and easy accessing, the mapping function is in the form of one-to-many. However, if the attacker is an insider, she can manipulate the values of her Sybil identities such that all the replicated data may actually be stored on the same malicious node, although the data seems to be stored at different nodes outwardly. Without multiple copies of data, the attacker can easily launch many followed attacks without being detected. For example, she can modify some data. Since she holds all of the data copies, no one can detect the modification of the data.
D. Routing in a Distributed Peer-to-peer System
To improve the performance or fault tolerance, wireless networks usually adopt a concurrent multi-path routing technique. Instead of using a single routing path, multi-path routing has multiple alternative paths throughout a network. The computed multi-paths may or may not be overlapped. This technique provides better load balancing and fault tolerance than traditional routing methods. However, in wireless sensor or ad hoc networks, Sybil attacks can easily invalidate the technique: a computed multi-path routing, which seemingly consists of multiple disjoint paths, could in fact only go through the same malicious node, which holds several Sybil identities. Other wireless routing mechanisms, such as the decentralized object location and routing (DOLR) algorithm, and the geographic routing algorithm, are also vulnerable to Sybil attacks. In peer-to-peer networks, nodes communicate with each other by relaying messages from one node to another, and the quality of the selected relaying paths directly influences the performance of a network system. In some extreme cases, Sybil attack may even isolate one part of a network from the other part.
E. Sockpuppets in Online Discussion Forums
In online discussion forums, in order to cheat people on the Internet, for instance, to believe that a product is a good buy, or that a particular investment plan has an extremely high return and low risk, a common trick is to use different fake online identities pretending to be different people. This is done to praise or create the illusion of support for the product [4] . In the same forum, different online entities which belong to the same person are referred as 'sockpuppets.' Note that sockpuppet does not belong to Sybil attack, since online discussion forums are not peer-to-peer systems. However, because sockpuppets have several features similar to Sybil attacks, we want to mention them. First, both attacks are based on the usage of multiple identities belonging to the same person. Second, their success is related to the same assumption that each user is associated with one, and only one, identity. Third, they all break the reputation mechanism behind a given system. Last, for some distributed peer-to-peer systems, such as mobile social networks, there are social features and friendships associated with each identity; this also applies to an online discussion forum. Due to these similarities, the solution to one attack may help the design of the other.
F. PageRank in Searching Engines
Another attack, which is similar to, but different from Sybil attacks, is called spoofed PageRank [5] . For modern search engines, the ranking of a page is determined by the quality and quantity of referenced links. In order to promote a page's ranking, the page owner (a selfish attacker) may create a lot of small and meaningless spoofing pages, and let them link to the page. This type of attack is called spoofed PageRank. If we consider each page as an identity, and its corresponding PageRank as reputation or trust, then spoofed PageRank is the same as Sybil attack; both of them promote the opinion or reputation of a malicious entity by using plenty of fake entities. Again, these similar features may help to design some new Sybil defenses. For example, Advogato Trust Metric [6] is a Sybil defense system, where users certify each other in a kind of peer-review process. As the author observed that his notion of a trust metric was fundamentally very similar to the PageRank algorithm, the solution of identity-spoofing related schemes in a field may inspire the design of defense in another field. Since trust, PageRank, and Sybil attacks have delicate relationships, we present several details about them.
In a centralized ranking system (like Google PageRank), the rank of an entity is computed from a stationary probability distribution of a Markov chain, in which a random walker moves from one node to another by following the edges with a constant probability d (also named damping factor), or randomly jumping to another.
be a m × m transition matrix, which is a row-normalized link matrix whose value shows the probability of transmitting from v i to v j during random walks (by following the link structure of a network). If there
and it stands for a preference vector during a random jump, q(v i ) ≥ 0 and
The computation of PageRank is an iteration process; we use − → R (t) to represent the PageRank at the t th computing round. The steady
is defined as follows:
For the ease of description, we let P be a probability transition matrix used for computing PageRank, Clearly, the webpage v 3 ranks as number 4 among these nodes. However, in Fig. 1 (b), through adding three spoofing pages (alternatively, we called these fake identities as Sybils in a peer-to-peer system), the attacker, v 3 , ranks as number 1, since those fake pages grab some ranking values from others and uniquely support v 3 . Obviously, Google 
The community structure of pages. PageRank is vulnerable to spoofed PageRank attacks. Similarly, the other famous web page ranking algorithm, HITS, also has the same weak point.
IV. SYBIL DEFENSE IN PHASE I: SECURE KEY-BASED ANTI-SYBIL TECHNIQUES
According to information theory, in order to detect Sybil nodes, one must possess asymmetric knowledge, which means the detecting algorithms must hold more information about either the Sybil part or the honest part. For the techniques in Phase I, they usually only provide valid keys to the honest nodes. Here, the "key" is a general concept; in reality, these could be symmetric or antisymmetric keys. Also, the keys could be session keys or some permanent keys.
A. Trusted Certification (Centralized Solutions)
Sybil attacks can be avoided by using trusted certification. This type of method assumes that there is a special trusted third party or central authority, who can verify the validity of each participant, and further issues a certification for the honest one. In reality, such certification can be a special hardware device [7] or a digital number [8] , [9] .
Note that essentially both of them are a series of digits, but are stored on different medias. Before a participant joins a peer-to-peer system, provides votes, or obtains services from the system, his identity must first be verified.
Actually, this method is the most commonly used Sybil defense in our daily lives. For example, when we are applying for a credit card, we need to provide our social security number for verification; when we are voting in election years, we also need our official ID card for getting a ballot.
When a malicious user launches Sybil attacks, defense mechanisms usually require that a message be sent together with a signature, which could be used for authenticating the validity of the sender or the data. Actually, according to a paper [10] , trusted certification is the only approach that has the potential to completely eliminate Sybil attacks.
Since almost all authentication steps require the participation of the central server, we categorize this type of solution as a centralized trusted certification.
B. Trusted Certification (Semi-Centralized Solutions)
Centralized trusted certification approaches are often implemented by asymmetric (such as public/private keys) cryptography. However, the computational cost is a big problem. Some researchers proposed another type of solution,
where partial identity verifications can be done without using the public/private keys. We named these kinds of solutions 'semi-centralized solutions.' Paper [11] provided a solution by using symmetric keys. They assumed that each node shares a unique symmetric key with a trusted base station. After verifying the validity of each other via a Needham-Schroeder like protocol, a pair of nodes can establish a shared key. During data transmission between neighboring nodes, they can use the shared key for mutual authentication, and can also encrypt the data.
C. Common Problems with Techniques in Phase I
Trusted certification usually relies on a centralized trusted authority for assigning and verifying identities. The authority must ensure that each node is assigned exactly one identity, and that the identity list (also called a registration list) is well protected. In real-life, the process of assigning identities is usually performed by human beings, which is costly and becomes the bottleneck of systems. Moreover, the central authority also needs to deal with lost identities and updates. The performance of real systems obstructs the usage of these solutions.
We summarize several obvious shortages of central authority-based methods, as follows:
1) Single point of attack. In these schemes, the central authority can easily become a target. Besides Sybil attacks, attackers can also launch plenty of other attacks, such as denial of service, to crash the server.
2) Performance bottleneck. If several users access a central authority simultaneously, the authority may crash due to the huge workloads.
3) Communication cost. In this type of method, the authority is often required during the data transmission. For example, two strange nodes need the help of the authority for verifying each other. There is a considerable amount of extra communication between nodes and the authority.
4) Scaling. It is hard to construct an authority, which can be trusted by all participants, especially when a peer-to-peer system wants to include more users from diverse places.
D. Other Defenses in Phase I
Identity Fee: Unlike the trusted certification-based approaches, some other papers [12] - [15] add an economical "fee" with each certification. They argue that the attackers cannot easily subvert a peer-to-peer system unless they spend a lot of money. Indeed, they intend to build a system letting the cost of an attack outweigh the benefits of the attack.
Secure Hardware: As we have mentioned in the beginning of this section, that the certification key is a general concept, a Sybil defense system can also be built based on the usage of some secure hardwares. Usually these types of hardware periodically generate some time-sensitive token. Whenever a participant wants to verify the validation of his encounters, they just determine whether the token is valid or not. Note that there is an assumption behind the scheme that only honest users could get the secure hardwares, and each valid user can only get one. Although the verifying process does not need the central authority, it is still responsible for dispensing the hardwares to valid users. Moreover, before giving out hardware to a user, the authority must verify the user's identity.
Resource Testing: Usually, each user owns only one identity, and each identity works on a single machine.
However, when Sybil attacks are launched, the Sybil identities work on a single computer. When we give some time or resource consuming tasks to a group of identities, if they can finish the work within a threshold, then it is highly possible that they are honest users; otherwise, part of them may be Sybil. In general, the goal of resource testing [16] - [19] is to determine whether the selected identities have a reasonable amount of resources.
The tests, which are adopted for these kinds of approaches, include: (1) checking computing ability; (2) checking storage ability, and (3) checking network bandwidth. Readers must be aware that resource testing is not an efficient approach [10] , but we still adopt them for deterring or discouraging the attackers.
V. SYBIL DEFENSE IN PHASE II: SPECIFIC SYSTEM FEATURES-BASED ANTI-SYBIL TECHNIQUES
Since attackers have a limited number of real devices in wireless ad hoc networks or sensor networks, a group of Sybils actually shares one device, and therefore, Sybils can be detected by letting honest users monitor signals' features or the moving patterns of co-existing identities. Consider that there are channel conflicts during the communication of honest users, while Sybil identities never have real data transmission. Paper [20] proposed a Sybil detection method by monitoring the neighbors' channel conflict rate. They assume that there is a central server that records the rate of each identity. Whenever a channel conflict happens, certain nodes should report the event to the server. If some identities have an abnormally low rate, then the server will regard them as Sybil identities. However, the readers should understand that this method will be inefficacious if the attackers are aware of the defense mechanism, and will further purposely send certain signals for conflicts.
Considering the fact that Sybils usually appear together, paper [16] adopts moving patterns for Sybil detections.
In order to increase the accuracy, they also introduce a signal collision-based improvement, based on the observation that the collision rates inside the Sybil groups are lower than that of the normal groups. However, when the density of honest users is not large enough, the accuracy of this type of Sybil defense will not be guaranteed.
Sensor networks are static. By exploring this feature, paper [19] proposed an RSSI-based Scheme for Sybil detection. They assumed that each node has the ability to measure signal strength. When receiving a message, the receiver node will associate the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) with the identity of the sender, which is included in the message. For attackers, a Sybil node is able to send messages with different sender identities.
Consider that all sensors cannot move, and multiple Sybil identities are essentially sent from the same attacking sensor. Later, if the messages of another sender possesses the same RSSI, then the receiver can treat these senders as Sybil nodes. This approach essentially verifies whether several identities share the same physical locations, and other papers [7] , [21] , [22] , also call this type of approach 'position verification.' Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) are also vulnerable to Sybil attacks. Paper [23] proposed a Sybil detection protocol by using vehicles' historical geographic information. The core technique for this method is position verification of mobile nodes: the method measures a possible existing area of a car, based on the car's and its neighbors' historical positions.
VI. SYBIL DEFENSE IN PHASE III: SOCIAL NETWORK-BASED ANTI-SYBIL TECHNIQUES
In 2006 ACM SIGCOMM, paper [1] presented a novel idea on Sybil defense, which explores social networks behind a given peer-to-peer system. The authors want to detect Sybils based on a unique structure: although attackers can create plenty of Sybil identities, and further establish several links among them; the total number of links between the Sybil and the honest users is limited, since the trust relationship on a social network is built based on the trust relationship among real people. In other words, the corresponding social graph of an attacked peer-to-peer system contains a small cut structure. Admittedly, in real online social networks, such as Facebook or Twitter, a user may accept the friend request of a stranger. However, by using interaction networks, which provides a closeness rate based on historical interactions, or by using some special Apps, which allow users to manually enter some trust degree, we still can guarantee the limited number of trusted relationships between the honest and the Sybil users. After the publishing of this paper, many researchers came back to the works of Sybil defense, and even until now, there are still a lot of researchers working on this idea. In this section, we will introduce several typical anti-Sybil approaches based on the usage of social networks.
A. SybilGuard and SybilLimit
SybilGuard [1] , and SybilLimit [24] Fig. 3 . The difference between the verification of honest path and sybil path in SybilGuard. Fig.(a) shows the condition that the verifier is checking an honest node. Fig.(b) gives the case that a verifier is checking a Sybil node.
is a known trusted node. From this trusted node, there are K random paths with a fixed length l. For the ease of description, we call these paths verifiers. From a suspect node, SybilGuard also sends K random paths. If a path encounters a verifier once, then we call the path 'been verified once,' as shown in Fig. 2(b) . If a path has been verified S times, then the path is a trusted path. When the majority paths of a suspect node are trusted paths, the suspect node will be regarded as a trusted node; otherwise the node is a Sybil. Essentially, these random walks measure how well a suspected node and a verifier node are connected. The reason for SybilGuard working well is that the number of attack edges is limited in social network, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . A majority of verifiers and a majority of the random paths from suspect nodes will remain in their resident communities. because the number of attack edges is a limited number, the majority of Sybil initialized random paths cannot be verified, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . So, from the consideration of bounding the effects of Sybil attacks, SybilGuard works well.
B. SumUp
SumUp [25] is an anti-Sybil technique designed for a distributed voting system. Before we discuss the general idea of SumUp, we first need to understand the meaning of a credit network. Credit network [26] is a concept used in the electronic commerce field, and it is designed for building and measuring transitive trust among users. Note that, in the field of electronic commercial, trust is usually pairwise. Whenever a node (identity) trusts another node, a trust link will be established, together with certain trust value (credits). When a node gets services from others, the node can use the associated credits to pay for the services. Note that the credit network could also be used as a payment infrastructure between nodes that do not directly extend credit to each other [27] . Two remote nodes, which do not directly trust one another, can interact with each other when there exists credit paths between them.
In some systems, such interactions will cost credits from the paths. Formally, a credit network can be represented by a directed graph; each directed edge is associated with a credit value. In general, the credit is a dynamic value: each transection (one time of interaction) consumes a fixed amount of credit. Note that if the credit of an edge becomes zero, then the corresponding two nodes are not able to trade any further. The interactions between two remote nodes are also allowed (suppose node v wants to get service from node w), if and only if there is at least one path from v to w, and each hop on the path can "pay" a required credit.
Moreover, such payment can also be split across multiple paths if they exist. Take Fig. 4 as an example [27] . When node A gets service from a remote node E, we assume that the system requires 4 path credits in total. Node A adopts an equal splitting mechanism, as follows: it first pays 2 credits along the path A −→ B −→ C −→ E (note that each hop costs 2 credits on the path), and pays another 2 credits along the path
The general idea of SumUp is that, in credit networks, the links between honest users and Sybil users are limited (as shown in Fig. 5(a) ), and the social networks in the honest users part are fast-mixing; most honest users can participate in a voting, since there are plenty of trusted paths from the honest user to a sinker node. However, since the number of credit links is limited, most Sybil nodes cannot provide their false opinions to the system. Fig. 5(b) is an example. Although the attacker, node X, has three Sybil nodes, X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 , the credit on the directed link from Sybil to the honest is only 2. Hence, if we assume that each action takes 1 credit, then no matter how many Sybils the attacker could create, he can only give 2 actions at most, which definitely will not change the voting result.
C. Canal
Canal [27] also adopts a credit network, and we can regard it as an extension of SumUp. In a credit network, each interaction between nodes always requires the system to first find at least one available credit path; clearly, such a process has a high computational cost. Essentially, the procedure of searching such paths is equivalent to the maximum flow problem. However, even the most efficient algorithms have the computation complexity in O(V 2 log(E)). Instead of finding one or several "best" credit paths, Canal approximates the paths: they first partition the graph into several layers and regions, and adopts a landmark routing-based technique to find the paths.
Landmark routing [28] is an old technique: in order to find a path between a pair of nodes, they first determine the paths from the nodes to several pre-selected nodes (also known as landmark nodes). Since the paths between landmarks are known, the resultant path will be a special path, which goes through at least one landmark. In Canal, as shown in Fig. 6 , the author uses multiple-level landmarks: if a credit needs to be transmitted to nearby nodes, the path will go through the lower level landmark; when a credit is transmitting to far way nodes, the shortest path will pass a higher level landmark. However, since the landmark absorbs the paths which may cause the credits of nearby paths to decrease quickly, the landmarks should be randomly generated and periodically updated.
VII. SYBIL DEFENSE IN PHASE IV: SOCIAL COMMUNITY-BASED ANTI-SYBIL TECHNIQUES
Suppose that, in a peer-to-peer system, there are m honest nodes and n Sybil nodes. After the central authority obtains all of the data, based on the features of these data, he may predicate whether a node is honest or not.
However, assume that the attackers somehow replicated all of the m honest users' data and built a network with the same structure as the honest one, and then, sent their replicated data to the collector. If this is the case, no matter how, the collector cannot discriminate a Sybil node from others, since all of information is exactly the same.
For breaking such symmetric information, a Sybil defense system must build on some asymmetric information.
Recall that social network-based Sybil defense algorithms always assume that the executants of the algorithms regard themselves as the verifier (each user at least knows that it is trustworthy, itself). The reason for having this assumption is just to break the symmetric information. Fig. 7 . The essential approach of the existing Sybil defenses in social networks [3] . Most random walk-related Sybil defense algorithms essentially assign weights to other nodes based on their distance. By providing a threshold, the nodes with lower weights are regarded as Sybil.
In 2010, paper [3] analyzed several classic social network-based anti-Sybil algorithms, and found that those algorithms essentially detected the community structure of honest users. Following this discovery, the research community has begun to work on community-based Sybil defense approaches. Note that the exact concepts used by different papers may be different; some papers focus on that of traditional social networks, while some others work on signed social networks; the traditional communities are in a global view, however, it could also be in a local view. Since the concept of community-based Sybil defense is relatively new, we are not sure whether it will become a mainstream, or if it is just an extension of social network-based solutions.
A. Pure Social Community-based Sybil Detection
In 2010 ACM SIGCOMM, another novel paper [3] provided a new trend for Sybil defense, which argues that the Sybil nodes can be detected by their community structures. Since the research on community detection has been there for many years, and there are plenty of useful techniques that have been proposed, the paper [3] may open up another option for anti-Sybil approaches. Since the paper is very fresh and, currently, we do not know how many followers there will be, we just say that the researches may, or may not, enter into the third phase.
[3] exams all the famous Sybil defenses in social networks and finds out that, indeed, these methods partition a given network into communities; the pre-known honest node's resident community is treated as an honest community, and all of the others' communities are regarded as Sybil nodes' resident regions. As shown in Fig. 7 , the authors found that all the existing Sybil defenses are essentially rating systems, which assign a value to each node, based on the distance towards pre-known honest nodes. Different Sybil defenses may use different thresholds to partition the nodes. Hence, the authors proposed that the Sybil nodes may be detected through community detections.
The authors of [3] proposed a Sybil defense by using conductance-based community detection. They regard all of the nodes in a social network as one of two types: the nodes resident in the honest community and nodes resident in the Sybil community, as shown in Fig. 9 . Through some simulations on synthetic data, they argue that their method can successfully detect Sybil nodes, and their resident community. Fig. 8 . Future research directions [3] . In the experiment part of paper [3] , the author shows that the accuracy of social network-based Sybil defense is related with the structure of honest nodes. When the honest nodes present multiple communities, most social network-based Sybil defense algorithms have high false positive results. In this graph, the upper green nodes stand for honest nodes, and the lower orange nodes represent Sybils. From left to right, the figure shows the process that the structure of honest nodes changes from single community to two communities.
B. SybilDefender
SybilDefender is another famous approach for anti-Sybil. It consists of two steps: Sybil node detection and Sybil community detection. For a suspect node, based on pre-known honest nodes' statistical features, SybilDefender determines whether the suspect node is a Sybil or not. After finding a Sybil node, based on the assumption that Sybil nodes are more likely to connect with other Sybil nodes, the defense will detect the Sybil community in which the Sybil node resided. This defense is based on two assumptions: 1. the number of links between honest users and Sybils are limited; 2. the size of the Sybil community is smaller than that of the honest. The second assumption is realistic, since typical social networks contain millions of users; for the attacker to register such a large number of identities is impossible. From an honest user, we can send a fixed number of random walkers to pass an l-length random path, assuming there are k walkers. At other nodes, we can compute the times that these random walkers passed through this node, and call the times their 'visiting frequency.' After that, we can calculate the statistic distribution of the visiting frequency. If the random walks from a suspect node do not follow some statistic distribution, then the suspect is a Sybil. Fig. 10 illustrates the SybilDefender. In Fig. 10 , suppose that we have already known an honest node. From this node, we send out k random walks with a fixed length l. Since social network (in the honest region) is fast-mixing, which means that any pair of nodes can reach one another at an O(log n)-length random path, a circle region in the honest community will be covered by the random walk. However, because the size of the Sybil community is smaller than that of the honest one, the majority of random walks in the Sybil region will be reflected, which
indicates that the distribution of the visiting frequency in the Sybil region is different from the honest one. By this way, a suspect node can be verified.
However, since we do not know the size of Sybil communities, how to determine the length of random walk is a problem. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , if the length is longer than the radius of the honest community, or as shown in Fig. 11(b) , if the size of a Sybil community is greater than a random walk's length, the distribution of visiting Fig. 9 . An honest community and a Sybil community. For the synthetic data, people usually creates two communities; let one of them be the honest community, and the other the Sybil community. The edges within each community are randomly generated, and the node degrees follow the power law distribution. By using a rewiring operation, a limited number of attack edges are added between the communities.
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Random walks bounce back Another challenge with the SybilDefender is that of how to extract the correct visiting frequency distribution from the honest region. Clearly, if we select an honest node which has been fooled by an attacker, the computed statistic feature of the honest node will definitely be different from that of other honest nodes, which locate at the core of an honest community. From this consideration, before computing the statistic feature of an honest node, SybilDefender first finds several K-hops neighbors. Considering that the links between honest and Sybil nodes are very limited, a majority of these K-hops neighbors will also be honest. Moreover, since the social networks are fast-mixing, the statistic features of the nodes can correctly reflect that of the whole honest region.
Since SybilDefender does not know the size of the Sybil community, it initializes several groups of random
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Honest region Sybil region (b) The length of random walk is too short. Fig. 11 . The appropriative length of random walk is related to the size of a Sybil community. The size of Sybil community is important to know for setting the length of random walks. In Fig. (a) , the length of random walk is too long since the walks bounce back at both honest region and Sybil region, while in Fig. (b) , the length is too short because the random walks do not bounce back at both regions.
walks with different lengths. Then, during the verification of a suspect node, several random walks (with different lengths) are conducted. If the distribution of the visiting frequency of the suspect node does not share the same distribution as the honest one, this suspect node will be regarded as a Sybil node; otherwise, SybilDefender will regard the suspect as an honest node.
After finding a Sybil node, the SybilDefender can also detect its resident Sybil community, based on the fact that Sybil nodes are more likely to connect with other Sybil nodes. The detection of a Sybil community can be done by using loop-free random walks. Consider that when a random walker passes the same node twice, it means the random walkers reach the boundary of the Sybil community. SybilDefender renders a random walker dead if it arrives at the same node twice. Similar to the process of verifying a suspect node, SybilDefender also initializes several random walks with different lengths. Again, the reason is that the size of the Sybil community is unavailable.
If the dead ratio of the L-length group of random walks is greater than a pre-defined threshold, then all the passed nodes will be regarded as members of a Sybil community.
C. Signed Social Network-based Sybil Defense [29]
Most social network-based Sybil defenses adopt the assumptions that the honest region is a fast-mixing network, and that Sybil entities can only fool a limited number of honest entities. However, more and more evidence shows that some real social networks are not fast-mixing, especially when only strong-trust relations are considered.
Moreover, the accuracy of all existing solutions is related to the number of attack edges that the adversary can build. For addressing these two important problems, we propose a local ranking system for estimating the trust level between users in mobile social networks.
Unlike traditional Sybil defenses, our proposed scheme has three unique features. First, our system creates a signed social network, which contains both trust and distrust relations. Second, consider that each mobile phone only has a relatively small storage, and frequently accessing a remote server increases the amount of data flow, which costs an extra fee. In our solution, instead of storing the entire social graph, each user carries a limited amount of information related to him. Last, but not least, our system weakens the impacts of attack edges by removing several suspicious edges with high centrality.
In mobile social networks, our system consists of two parts: a remote server, and several users, as shown in Fig. 12 . The server is responsible for two jobs: (1) storing and periodically pruning the created signed network graph; (2) assigning randomly sampled social profiles to users for computing the trust-level between users. Note that now we are using two networks: a mobile social network and a created signed social network. The mobile social network is the network formed by physical interactions of phone users, while the signed network is created for Sybil detection. The positive edges on the created signed social network represent trusted social relationships, which could be obtained from an online-social network. The negative edges are generated based on users' physical interactions with each other. We assume that each honest user has one mobile phone, which is associated with a single real identity, while the attacker may hold more than one phone, and each phone runs multiple fake identities.
Each identity is required to periodically send a special message to the server, and the server will return updated social profiles; otherwise, the identity will be deleted from the system. Unlike traditional social network-based Sybil defense models, we assume that the honest region of a social network may not be fast-mixing. Exactly how many honest communities may be formed is determined by the social networks being considered. For instance, if we use a social network of political opinions, then the honest nodes may be gathered into two communities, e.g., the
Democratic and Republican parties. However, if we adopt Facebook, the honest users may only be clustered into one community.
Consider that multiple Sybils are sharing a single phone, and that each Sybil identity needs to periodically report some message in order to keep itself valid. For some honest users, they may catch the instant that an attacker switches her Sybil identities. If that is the case, then the honest users will report this misbehavior to our server, and a distrust edge will be added from the reporter to the accused. Moreover, in mobile social networks, each identity used by a mobile phone is associated with a physical human, and some users may remember the appearance of others. When several honest users, who have been fooled by the same attacker, physically encounter the attacker at the same time, some of them may notice that the attacker is using a different identity; the honest one could report this event to our server. Besides these two options, any other neighbor monitoring techniques may also be adopted for the generation of negative edges.
The general procedure of our system is as follows. Each user locally stores two randomly sampled social profiles:
a trust profile and a distrust profile, which are assigned and periodically updated by the server. Whenever two strangers encounter one another, and want to have some cooperative service, each user's phone will exchange the trust profile, and locally compute a trust and a distrust score to determine whether the other user is trustworthy. In order to increase the accuracy, a special pruning algorithm is running on the server.
When a new user V joins our system and provides his friend/foe lists, the server will generate a trust-relation profile and a distrust-relation profile. The generating procedure for the trust-relation profile is as follows: the server first sends out K random walkers, and each of them will conduct an l-length random walk from V . The walkers only move along trust edges, and each path represents one possible way of trust propagation from V . As a result, there will be K random paths beginning with V , and the visited node list will be sent to V as a trust social profile.
Obviously, the profile is a random sample of V 's l-hop friendship. Consider that, in a mobile social network, a user may have different physical contacting frequencies to his directly trusted friends. User V is able to locally assign different weights to the paths, according to the frequencies.
In order to cheaply impersonate real users, and to benefit from certain applications, Sybils always support each other by adding trust edges among themselves 1 . Therefore, friends of a distrusted node are likely to be distrustful.
Moreover, the majority of random walks from a node will still reside in their own community. Based on these observations, the server creates V 's distrust social profile by using the distrust relations of both V and his trusted friends. Before creating the profile, a distrust seed set needs to be generated: along trust edges, the server computes K short-length random paths from V , and nodes directly distrusted by the nodes on these paths form the seed set.
Another l-length random walk will be produced from each seed, and the trails will be used as the distrust social profile of V . For instance, in Fig. 13 , the solid green line p represents one of the short-length random paths from V , and there are 3 distrust edges (dashed green lines) initiating from the nodes on p. The distrust seed set consists of 3 nodes (shadowed circles). From each of the seeds, the server conducts an l-length random walk, and the generated random paths compose V 's distrust social profile; again, all random walkers are moving along trust edges.
When an honest user V encounters another user S, a trust-level will be computed based on the similarity of their locally-stored profiles. They first exchange their trust-social profiles, which are assigned by the server. Note that a user's identity (usually we adopt the user's public key as its identity), his trust (or distrust) social profiles, and the profile's valid time are signed together by the server's private key; the attacker cannot create or modify it. After obtaining the trust profile of user S, user V will verify it first, since the attackers may steal others' profiles. V generates a short random number and encrypts it by the public key of S; S needs to find out the random number, Fig. 13 . The generation of distrust social profiles. In order to obtain enough distrust relations, the server first creates 3 short length random paths from V . Then, the server takes all the distrust relations of the nodes on the paths as a distrust seed set. In this figure, we use the shadowed green circles to indicate the seeds. From each seed, the server generates a random path along the trust edges, and these edges compose the distrust social profile. Here, we use solid red lines to represent the random paths belonging to V 's distrust profile.
encrypt the random number by V 's public key, and send it back to V .
After the process of mutual verification, node V will locally compute a trust score and a distrust score for S.
For the ease of description, the paths in V 's trust social profile are named as verifier paths, and the paths in the trust profile of S are called suspect paths, as shown by Fig. 14 . If there is a common node on both a verifier path and a suspect path, then we say that the suspect path is verified once; when a suspect path has been verified more than k t times, where k t is a constant, we say that this suspect path is fully-verified. Let V er(V, S) be the number of fully verified paths, and recall that there are a total of K random paths in a trust social profile. In regard to V , the trust score of S is given by:
For the computation of distrust score, SNSD considers both the distrust social profile of V and the trust social profile of S, as shown by Fig. 15 . We name the paths from V 's distrust social profile distrust verifier paths, and we use K ′ to represent the size of V 's distrust social profile. Similar to the computation of trust score, when there are k t distrust verifier paths having common nodes with a suspect path, this suspect path is a fully verified distrust path. Let Dis(V, S) be the total number of fully-verified distrust paths, and the distrust score of S in regard to V is given by:
The final label of S, L(V, S), is determined by the difference of the two scores: z = T rust(V, S)−DisT ru(V, S).
Let α, β be two thresholds, 1 ≥ α > β ≥ −1.
The accuracy of a majority of the existing Sybil defense systems is bounded by the number of attack edges. In order to improve the accuracy of our system, a special pruning algorithm called Sybil gateway-breaking (SGA) will run on the remote server once in a while. Essentially, the algorithm prunes some suspicious edges of the signed social network stored on the server. Consider that all of the paths connecting honest and Sybil nodes must go V locally checks the connectivity between his profile and the others'. A trust score will be determined based on the intensity of connectivity.
In this figure, if V sets the verifier threshold kt = 2, then only suspect path 1 will be fully verified. Therefore, V er(V, S) = 1, |K| = 3, and T rust(V, S) = 1/3. through the attack edges, and that the number of attack edges is limited. So, the connectivity from an honest region (a group of honest nodes) to a Sybil region is bounded by the quantity of attack edges. If each honest node is able to locally check whether it is fooled by others based on the connectivity, and deletes some attack edges, the accuracy of any social network-based Sybil defense will surely be enhanced.
The SGA consists of three sub-algorithms, as shown by Algorithm 2: (1) Suspicious Edge Selection Algorithm;
(2) Gateway Verification Algorithm (GVA); and (3) Attack Edge Detection Algorithm. Note that a gateway is an edge that connects two communities together. SGA first selects high centrality nodes/edges as the suspicious ones, and then verifies whether the associated edges are gateways. For gateway edges, the algorithm further detects whether they are Sybils. There are two options for finding the suspicious edges. The first one is based on node centrality, and the second one focuses on the edge centrality.
First, the attacker may adopt a target attack by densely adding attack edges to a target node and its neighbors;
although the target region and Sybils are well connected, the nearby regions of the target may observe a weak connectivity from themselves to Sybils. Therefore, the server can first generate a local map (G) of each node, and then compute each node's centrality on G. The gateway verification algorithm is only applied to the edges, which are connected to the high centrality nodes. The criteria of centrality we used is called the betweenness centrality [30] , Algorithm 2 Sybil gateway-breaking algorithm (SGA)
1: Suspicious Edges Selection:
2: Select edges with high local betweenness as suspicious edges.
3: Use signed network-based Sybil defense algorithm (section V) to determine honest and Sybil.
4: Find shortest paths from the honest nodes to Sybil nodes. 5: Compute the visiting frequency of edges.
6: Take the edges with high visiting frequency as suspicious.
7: Gateway Verification: 8: Generate the initial neighbor set, {u}, {v}, and {w}.
9: Compute the number of unique paths from {v} to {u}, and from {v} to {w} 10: for Predefined times do 11: Respectively add ∆k disjoint neighbors into {u}, {v}, {w}.
12:
Compute the number of unique paths from {v} to {u}, and from {v} to {w} 13: Compute the growing speeds of unique paths, Svu and Svw
14:
if |Svu − Svw| is greater than a threshold then which is defined as the number of shortest paths passing a node out of the total number of shortest paths within a given network. B(w) = u,v∈G,u =v g uv (w)/g uv , where g uv is the total number of shortest indirect paths linking nodes u and v, and g uv (w) is the number of those indirect paths that include node w.
The second option is that, since all of the paths between a Sybil node and an honest node must traverse the same set of attack edges, the suspicious edges could be the edges passed by the majority of random paths, which connect the nodes with antagonistic relations (at least one directly distrusted edge between the nodes). Therefore, the server randomly selects several pairs of antagonistic nodes, creates random paths between each pair of antagonistic nodes, and counts the visiting frequency of the transited edges. For the edges with high frequency, the gateway verification algorithm will be adopted. The above procedure substantially examines the centrality of edges based on partial nodes' relationships.
Nodes within the same community share certain characteristics [31] . Whether two nodes are located at the same community can be verified by their connectivity to other nodes. Intuitively, if one node's connectivity to the third node is much larger than that of the other node, it is very possible that the two nodes reside at different communities.
We use the number of unique paths to measure the connectivity feature.
Definition 1: Unique paths indicate a group of paths connecting two distinct nodes or regions without sharing a common edge.
Since the amount of unique paths connecting two nodes is bounded by the node-degrees of the ends, we compute the unique paths from a region to another region. Assume that the ends of a given edge are nodes u and w. Let v be the third node for checking the connectivity. U P (u, w) represents the number of unique paths from u to w.
Generally speaking, based on the community structure of these three nodes, there are three possible cases that can be observed on connectivity: 1) Either u or w shares the same community as v.
2) Both u and w are located in the same community as v.
3) None of them come from v's community.
For the first case, assuming that node u resides in the same community as v, U P (v, u) is much greater than U P (v, w), since all the paths from v to w must go through the gateways between communities, which are limited.
As we mentioned above, we count the amount of unique paths from region to region. If we gradually increase the size of regions by ∆k, the number of unique paths from w's region will stop growing much earlier than those from u's region. However, for the second and third cases, we will not observe such differences. Based on this feature, we design a gateway verification algorithm for checking whether a given edge is a gateway, or not.
GVA respectively calculates the growing speeds of unique paths from v to u, and from v to w. The procedure is as follows. GVA gradually adds ∆k disjoint neighbors into both regions, which respectively contain u and v (or w and v), and examines the the amount of unique paths between the regions. Since we only care whether the edge E + uw is a gateway or not, we only need to check the existence of the growing speeds' difference for a given node v.
Whether a gateway is an attack edge is determined by the distrust relationships between the communities. If either one of them, or both of them, highly distrusts the other, it is very likely that the gateway is an attack edge.
However, since the server does not know the exact community structures of the created social graph, the scheme of counting the total amount of distrust links from one community to another is infeasible. Consider that the majority of random paths are trapped inside their own communities; instead of all of the nodes within a community, we adopt random sampling to estimate the intensity of distrust relations between communities.
Our attack edge detection algorithm works as follows. First, for each gateway, the server temporarily breaks it.
Then, from both its ends, the server sends out k random walkers along the trust edges, respectively. The length of the random walks is a small fixed number, and all of the visited nodes form a sampling set. The server also creates another set, called a distrust sampling set, which consists of nodes directly distrusted by the sampling set's members. The intersection of these two sets indicates the intensity of distrust of the communities. The larger the intersection set is, the more likely the gateway is an attack edge. Finally, the server keeps the gateways with large intersection sets being broken, and restores other gateways.
D. Multiple Local Communities-based Sybil Defense [32]
Based on real data, paper [33] finds out that the probability of contagion is tightly controlled by the number of connected components (local communities) in an individuals contact neighborhood, rather than by the actual size of the neighborhood. Based on this observation, we wonder whether there is a better way to measure the trust values among nodes in a peer-to-peer system. Consider that traditional social network-based Sybil defenses, such as SybilGuard, estimate the trust value by measuring the strength of trust paths between any pair of nodes.
Since trust and contagion are closely related, instead of computing the trust paths at the node-level, we should measure the strength of the paths at the local community level. Moreover, in traditional social network-based Sybil defense algorithms, each node must locally determine whether to accept all others' nodes. Therefore, the overall computation cost of these algorithms is a problem, especially in some large systems. Consider that, in a social graph, the neighbors of an honest user are still honest. Once similar users are clustered into groups, a Sybil detection algorithm only needs to determine whether a group (clump) is Sybil. Here, we propose three social clump-based Sybil defense algorithms, which can save plenty of computation costs, while maintaining the same level of accuracy as the traditional solution.
In social networks, all friendships between honest users are established based on their physical interactions, and therefore, the edges between users indicate credibility between them. In order to impersonate real users, the attacker has to create social profiles for each sybil identity, and manipulate the friendship edges among them.
Consider an extreme case in which the attacker copies whole social networks of real users, and replaces the real identities with the Sybil ones. It is impossible to discriminate Sybil ids from the real ones by simply checking the friendship structures. However, since friendship is a mutual relation and is built by physical interactions between users, attackers cannot tamper with the friendships of real users, and therefore, the total number of friendships between Sybils and honest users is few; we use g to represent the number. In most cases, g should be smaller than the average number of honest users' friends. Suppose that we have previous knowledge about the value of g, and that the attacker can arbitrarily add these g attack edges on a social graph.
The strength of a friendship is measured by the number of common friends. A pair of friends usually has several common friends. N (u) is adopted to represent the friend set of node u, and let | · | stand for the cardinality of a given set. If the cardinality of the common friend set is large enough, then both users should be clustered into the same clump.
Theorem 1: When a pair of friends, u and v, shares more than g common friends (|N (u) N (v)| > g), the users u and v must be both honest or both Sybil.
However, the requirement for having more than g common friends causes some honest nodes to have no clump to participate. Intuitively, in our solution, the more nodes that are clustered into clumps, the more computational costs that can be saved. Consider that an honest clump is a subgraph of the honest part. It should be cohesive inside, and have low betweenness from the global view. Based on this observation, we propose a pair of rules for finding the members of a clump. A collection of nodes can locally form into a clump if and only if the majority of their friends reside in the same clump, and the nearby non-clump members are still reachable within several hops Algorithm 3 Distributed Clump Generation Algorithm 1: Each node u sets up its label lu = u 2: if |N (u)| > g then 3: if ∃v ∈ N (u) and |N (v) ∩ N (u)| > g then 4: Set the labels of lu and lv's clumps as min(lu, lv) 5: if ∃v ∈ N (u) and |N (v) ∩ N (u)| ≥ α|N (u)| then 6: Let C = {w|lw = lv} 7: if There are at least g − |N (u) ∩ C| + 1 unique paths between C and N (u) ∩ C then 8: Set the labels of lu and lv's clumps as min(lu, lv) 9: else 10: if ∀v, w ∈ N (u), lv = lw, lu = lv then 11: Set the label of u as lu = x 12: When the labels of N (u) are stable, run Algorithm 2 after removing the clump. In details, the members of constructed clump C must satisfy the following two rules:
unique paths between C and N (u) ∩ C, whose length is less than β.
where C represents the complementary set of C. α, β are two parameters.
Definition 2: Unique paths indicate a group of paths connecting two distinct nodes or regions without sharing a common edge.
We adopt rule 1 to guarantee that nodes are well connected inside each clump. Rule 2 is set up in order to keep the bridge structure unchanged after grouping. However, for the honest nodes with lower node degree, they cannot be accepted by any clump by using Rules 1 and 2. We provide an additional rule:
Note that Rules 1 and 2 work together, and they only apply on the nodes with a large node degree. The additional rule, Rule 3, only suits nodes with a small friend set.
Algorithm 3 provides the procedure for clump generation. We associate one variable, called label, with each node.
For the ease of description, we use l u to represent the label of u. Initially, each node uses its own identity as the label. Based on theorem 1, when two nodes, u and v, have more than g common friends, their resided clumps will merge into one (by adjusting the labels of both clumps' members into the least identity value). If the cardinality of the common neighbor set between a node u and its neighbor v satisfies Rule 1, then Rule 2 will be checked.
When the rule is satisfied, then u's resided clump merges with v's. For a node, whose node degree is less than g, if all of its neighbors have the same label (Rule 3), the node will join its neighbors' clump. Clump C will update its label based on connectivity
Note that line 5 of Algorithm 1 is not exactly the same as Rule 1. Since each node only regards itself as a clump in the very beginning, we need to put several similar nodes together. Admittedly, Theorem 1 can find the similar nodes, which definitely belong to the same clump. However, the number of nodes may not large enough. So, we first adopt a modified Rule 1 as shown in line 5 of the algorithm, and then, after the process of labeling becomes stable, a special pruning algorithm will run on every node (except the nodes that satisfy Theorem 1), as shown by Algorithm 4. Essentially, the pruning algorithm checks whether the current label of a node satisfies Rule 1. If not, the node needs to redetermine its label by running Algorithm 1 again.
In traditional random walk-based Sybil defense algorithms, nodes need to launch a bunch of random walks since, initially, they only trust themselves. Moreover, from security concerns, these random walks are usually associated with secure signatures at each step. It is obvious that costs of the algorithms are too high. Consider the fact that most neighbors of an honest node are still honest. We propose three clump-based random walk strategies. The proposed random walks can increase the efficiency of all existing random walk-based Sybil defense algorithms.
The strategy of Clump-based Random Walks (CRW) is modified from traditional lazy random walk, where each walker randomly picks up one neighbor of its current location as the destination of next hop. By using CRW, a random walker will transit from one clump to another, and the stationary distribution of each node depends on both the degree of the node and the stationary distribution of its resident clump. In order to keep the distribution of each node unchanged, we add a self-loop at each clump.
Given a clump c =< V c , E c >, c ⊆ G, the transition probability p(c, c ′ ) from clumps c to c ′ is defined as follows:
More specifically, when c = c ′ , p(c, c) = 2|E c |/ i∈c deg(i).
Theorem 2: In CRW, clump C's stationary distribution π C equals the summation of stationary distributions of its members (π i ) in traditional random walk. π C = i∈C π i = i∈C
, where |E| is the total amount of edges in G.
A majority of existing social network-based Sybil defense algorithms adopt short-length random walks. As was introduced in the background section, there is a time gap between the first mixing time at the honest region and the mixing time of the whole graph. Essentially, the Sybil defense algorithms explore the features related with this time gap. The length of the short-length random walk usually is less than or equal to the first mixing of the honest region. Since we have already known that the honest region is fast-mixing, and that the mixing-time of a fast-mixing network is proportional to the cover time of the network, we will discuss the variance of cover time by using clumps.
Theorem 3:
The cover time on honest region will be reduced in clump-based random walks.
In a majority of random walk-based Sybil defense algorithms, the walkers are always easily spread to intensively connected nodes. Moreover, the similarity between social nodes in social networks can be used for measuring the strength of social links [34] . Based on the observations, we claim that by giving random walkers the ability to jump among clumps with high similarity, the mixing time at honest regions can be reduced. In other words, by assigning a higher probability of being visited, the speed of spreading trust scores to far away nodes can be accelerated.
For two given clumps c i and c j , which are not directly connected, the similarity between them is defined as S(c i , c j ). Before conducting any random walks, every clumps in the given network needs to locally measure the common neighbor sets with direct neighbors, and compute similarity scores with their 2-hop neighboring clumps. If the result score is greater than the threshold, a virtual edge will be generated between the corresponding clumps. Suppose that the graph consisting of all virtual edges is presented by E v . Clearly,
, since a virtual edge indicates that its two ends intensively connect with each other in 2-hops. During the computing of CRWGJ, a random walker will equally select an edge from its direct neighbors or virtual edges to be the destination of the next hop.
Based on the above strategy, the nodes with a large neighbor set, or that are intensively connected with surrounding neighbors, will have higher stationary distribution values. In the case that attack edges are randomly attached to honest nodes, CRWGJ can reduce the mixing time of the honest part and the false positive rate 2 of Sybil detection results.
Theorem 4:
The mixing time of CRWGJ at the honest region is less than that of CRW.
However, considering target attacks, where the attacker may do everything she can to establish social relations with a target node and its neighbors, CRWGJ may also result in the appearance of extra virtual edges between honest and Sybil parts; this is the trade-off between speed and accuracy.
Consider the fact that the position of a random walker will be independent from the initial location after several steps of transition. Most traditional random walk-based Sybil defense algorithms have two problems. First, although the probability for random walkers transiting from honest regions to Sybil regions is small, once a walker enters the Sybil regions, it is hard to get out. Second, when the number of random walkers is not large enough for a given graph, a node with a high degree may get unfair trust results. This may be due to the node trusting some relatively far away nodes instead of believing in some nearby nodes, which are not visited by the random walkers.
Here, we propose a new strategy called Clump-based Random Walks with Limited Memory (CRWLM). In CRWLM, each random walker keeps a previous location list l =< l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l h−1 > with length h. During transition, the walker can either move to one of its 1-hop neighbors, or jump back to the nodes in the list. Note that random walk with restart (RWR) is a special case of CRWLM, where the size of memory is 1, and each clump contains only one member. Assume that a random walker locates at clump c. The transition probability is given by the following:
for c ′ / ∈ N (c), c ′ ∈ l 0 for otherwise where W cc ′ = i∈c,j∈c ′ a ij and W cc = i∈c,j / ∈c a ij . The structure of traditional random walk's trajectory is a line, while CRWLM presents a dendriform structure.
Moreover, such a tree contains an h-length trunk, and several branches. One problem with traditional RWR is that, when a node i sends out k random walkers, k >> deg(i), the walkers will repeatedly visit i's nearby nodes, which means the walkers do not spread out well. When adopting CRWLM, each walker first randomly creates a trunk, and then expands several relatively short branches from it. Clearly, in CRWLM, a random walker has a better chance of visiting nearby nodes of the walk initiator, and possesses more opportunities for returning to honest regions after having gotten into a Sybil region.
VIII. PREDICTION
Here, we provide several directions for further research. First, since there are certain types of friendships that are private, what will happen if we combine the privacy and Sybil attack problems together? Second, can we use the community detection method to deter Sybil attacks in a directed network? Third, the community detections are always time-consuming; can we find some other light algorithm which can detect the community structures quickly and accurately? Fourth, social networks contain multiple dimensions, how are we to combine this feature with traditional approaches? Based on the number of potential research directions, we believe that the community-based Sybil defenses may become the fourth phase of anti-Sybil techniques.
IX. CONCLUSION
Peer-to-peer systems play an ever-increasingly important part of our daily lives. However, most of the peer-to-peer systems are vulnerable to Sybil attacks. In order to design more efficient and practical Sybil defenses, we write this survey. This article is the first survey focusing on the developments of Sybil defenses. We first give the definition of Sybil attacks, and provide the classification of Sybil attacks. Then, we give several realistic systems which are vulnerable to Sybil attacks. After that, defense mechanisms and their corresponding strengths and weaknesses were 31 discussed. Unlike other surveys, we describe these mechanisms according to anti-Sybil approaches' developing stages. By the end of this survey, we provide some directions for future research.
